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Eukaryotic genomes are intricately arranged into highly

organized yet dynamic structures that underlie patterns of

gene expression and cellular identity. The recent adaptation of

novel genomic strategies for assaying nuclear architecture has

significantly extended and accelerated our ability to query the

nature of genome organization and the players involved. In

particular, recent explorations of physical arrangements and

chromatin landscapes in higher eukaryotes have

demonstrated that chromatin insulators, which mediate

functional interactions between regulatory elements, appear

to play an important role in these processes. Here we reflect on

current findings and our rapidly expanding understanding of

insulators and their role in nuclear architecture and genome

function.
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Introduction
The identity and developmental potential of any given

cell begins within the cell nucleus, where spatiotemporal

regulation of genome organization and expression

underlie the transformation from a totipotent cell into a

complex system of tissues and differentiated cell types.

This incredible pathway is largely accomplished through

the action of functional non-coding regulatory elements,

which include enhancers, silencers, promoters, and insu-

lators. Chromatin insulators were first discovered for their

ability to protect genes from position effects in transgene

assays, and have since been characterized as multi-protein

DNA complexes capable of facilitating long-range inter-

chromosomal and intra-chromosomal interactions. More

importantly, interactions facilitated by insulator proteins

typically underlie functional contacts between regulatory

elements, such as enhancers and promoters, or chromatin
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domain organization conducive to coregulation of active

or silent genes. These features, combined with micro-

scopy-based and biochemical studies suggesting insula-

tors target associated loci to specific nuclear

subcompartments, suggest that insulators are crucial

players in constructing appropriate three-dimensional

nuclear architecture. Though much of our current un-

derstanding of how insulators function comes from stu-

dies of CTCF, a highly conserved zinc finger protein

capable of insulator activity in vertebrates, studies in

other model systems have provided concordant evidence

that insulators function by bridging together distant loci,

yet the composition and proteins required for activity

varies [1,2]. Nevertheless, pinpointing the exact purpose

of insulators in genome biology has proven to be difficult,

as insulator proteins appear to be involved in a multitude

of diverse, context-dependent biological activities. In this

respect, we consider recent developments in our under-

standing of insulators and their roles in nuclear organiz-

ation and cell differentiation.

Distribution, correlation, and organization of
insulators throughout the genome
The occupancy landscape of insulator proteins has been

mapped genome-wide by combining chromatin immuno-

precipitation with microarray hybridization (ChIP-chip)

[3–6], high throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) [7–9], and

more recently with even higher precision using ChIP-exo

[10]. Insulator proteins localize to thousands of sites

characterized by conserved target sequences, wherein

differences in DNA motifs can influence protein occu-

pancy levels and features of insulator function [9,11,12].

The CTCF insulator protein localizes to DNase I-hyper-

sensitive sites, characteristic of ‘open chromatin’, that are

generally common across cell types [13]. Detailed com-

parison of CTCF binding sites across 38 human cell lines

suggests that while a majority of insulators are indeed

invariant between cell types, thousands of cell-type

specific CTCF sites are also present [14�]. Variable

CTCF binding sites are associated with differential

DNA methylation within the CTCF recognition

sequence [15], and whereas ubiquitous CTCF sites pre-

dominantly map to intergenic regions, cell-type specific

CTCF sites are enriched within the introns of genes [14�].
In addition to CTCF, RNA polymerase III (RNAP III)

transcription factor TFIIIC is capable of insulator activity

in both yeast and humans [16��], at tRNA genes and

RNAP III independent sites where TFIIIC is recruited to

highly conserved B-box elements. TFIIIC and CTCF

sites associate with the cohesin complex [17–19], which
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likely stabilizes long-range interactions and is essential

for insulator activity [20,21].

The distribution of insulator proteins initially provided a

certain degree of support to previously proposed models,

wherein chromatin insulators function as heterochroma-

tin barriers. For example, insulators localize to the borders

of some repressive chromatin domains in yeast [20,22],

Drosophila [23], and mammals [8,14�], suggesting that

they might establish a roadblock to prevent the spread

of gene silencing, consistent with their ability to protect

transgenes from position effects. However, these corre-

lations do not account for a majority of insulator-binding

sites and do not explain why insulators only delimit a

subset of repressed loci. In light of this discrepancy,

recent exploration of the nature and function of insulator

proteins in their endogenous contexts point to a role

beyond barrier function. For one, depletion of Drosophila
insulator proteins does not lead to substantial changes in

the distribution of H3K27me3, an epigenetic signature of
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Polycomb (Pc)-mediated repression, at most domain bor-

ders [24�]. Meanwhile, mapping of all CTCF-mediated

interactions in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells has

offered a complex picture of chromatin domain organiz-

ation, characterized by distinct underlying epigenetic

states and governed by functional long-range insulator–
insulator interactions [25��]. Together, these studies would

suggest that insulators are involved in establishing the

structural arrangement of chromatin domains, but do not

actively participate in the delineation of epigenetic status.

Chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based genome-

wide interaction studies in Drosophila, mice, and human

cell lines have also uncovered the structural organization

of interphase chromosomes in unprecedented detail

[26��,27��,28��], providing new insight into the correlation

and possible role of insulators in nuclear architecture.

Genomes appear spatially segregated into topological

chromatin domains defined by strong interaction frequen-

cies and separated by domain borders characterized by a
lear architecture and genome function, Curr Opin Genet Dev (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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dramatic decrease in short-range interactions (Figure 1).

By integrating the generated contact maps with genome-

wide histone and chromatin-associated protein mapping

data, these studies demonstrate that physical domains are

related to [26��], but are clearly independent of epigen-

etically defined chromatin domains [27��,28��]. Domain

boundaries are enriched for combinations of insulator

proteins [26��,27��,28��], and correlate most strongly with

gene density and transcription status, suggesting that

active transcription may drive the formation of physical

domains [28��] (Figure 1). Supporting evidence for this

scenario comes from analysis of the chromatin compo-

sition and gene orientation at domain boundaries. In

particular, genes that flank domain borders are predomi-

nantly active and preferentially oriented towards the

domain boundary, with insulator proteins positioned dis-

tally from the domain boundary [28��]. Nevertheless, to

what degree insulator-mediated interactions contribute to

the spatial segregation of discrete physical domains

remains unclear. Deletion of a 58 kb boundary element

containing CTCF-binding sites between domains harbor-

ing Xist and Tsix was shown to cause aberrant inter-

domain chromosomal contacts and transcriptional misre-

gulation [29]. However, the two neighboring domains

retain a certain level of spatial segregation, suggesting

multiple factors contribute to boundary function.

Further detailed analysis of chromatin insulators in Dro-
sophila melanogaster has also revealed that insulator

proteins, previously broken into separate classes based

on localization and associated gene ontologies [3,4], actu-

ally cluster together often in a manner suggestive of

cooperative function [12,24�]. For example, the Droso-
phila orthologoue of CTCF tandemly aligns with other

unique DNA-binding insulator proteins BEAF-32 and

Suppressor of Hairy-wing (Su(Hw)) [12]. Aligned insula-

tors are enriched for additional insulator-associated

proteins, raising the possibility that by clustering, insu-

lators efficiently recruit essential co-factors necessary to

stabilize long-range interactions. Whether CTCF align-

ment is a conserved feature of insulator function in

humans remains unknown. However, physical domains

in mammalian chromosomes are associated with tRNA

genes and CTCF [27��], and recent genome-wide map-

ping of TFIIIC in both mouse and humans has uncovered

an association with CTCF-binding sites [17,30], together

providing preliminary evidence that insulator alignment

may indeed be evolutionarily conserved [2].

Emerging roles of insulators in nuclear
architecture and genome function
Though insulators have been extensively characterized by

their ability to influence gene expression in transgenic

reporter assays, mapping of insulator protein-binding sites

has allowed recent studies to probe the function of chro-

matin insulators in their normal context. Concurrent map-

ping of physical interactions and the three-dimensional
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organization of eukaryotic genomes have also allowed

these studies to effectively address the role of insulators

in nuclear organization. Results consistently support a role

for chromatin insulators in facilitating long-range inter-

actions important for both gene expression and repression,

and recent findings demonstrate the importance of insu-

lators in cell signaling, cellular development, and the cell

cycle.

Long-range interactions and gene regulation

Functional long-range interactions between non-coding

regulatory elements have been well established and

extensively studied in the context of looping between

promoters and distal enhancers [31]. Interactions be-

tween genomic elements are a hallmark of both gene

expression, where coregulated genes are dynamically

recruited to transcription factories, and gene silencing,

where genes targeted by Pc and characterized by

H3K27me3 colocalize to repressive Pc bodies [1].

Whereas insulators were previously proposed to prevent

the promiscuity of enhancers through enhancer-blocking

activities, new studies instead suggest that insulators

direct the interaction and specificity between enhancers

and promoters [32]. For one, CTCF underlies cell-type

specific chromatin architecture conducive to enhancer–
promoter interactions at numerous developmental loci

[33]. CTCF mediated interactions in mouse ES cells

include functional long-range contacts between enhan-

cer-binding protein p300 and the promoters of genes

whose expression is reduced following CTCF knock-

down [25��]. Furthermore, the presence of CTCF does

not impede looping between promoters and distal

elements mapped in humans [34], and transgenic analyses

for different subclasses of insulators in Drosophila also

demonstrate the absence of enhancer-blocking activity

for most insulator classes under the conditions employed

in the assays [24�].

Insulators also appear to play an important role in bridging

functional interactions between Pc-domains [35�], rather

than the barrier activity for which they were defined. For

example, interactions between transgenes containing Mcp
or Fab-7 Polycomb response elements (PREs) from the

BX-C Hox cluster were shown to be insulator-dependent,

suggesting that long-range interactions are mediated by

chromatin insulators rather than PcG complexes [36�].
Disruption of CTCF insulator activity in Drosophila was

also shown to induce a reduction in H3K27me3 levels

within associated Pc-domains, rather than a spread into

adjacent chromatin domains [12]. The reduction in

H3K27me3 suggests that maintenance, perhaps facili-

tated by PRC1-mediated compaction of Pc domains, is

negatively affected by loss of CTCF. Meanwhile, insu-

lators in D. melanogaster are also capable of bridging PREs

with target gene promoters [37], analogous to enhancer–
promoter communication, thereby facilitating targeted

gene repression. The co-localization of mammalian
lear architecture and genome function, Curr Opin Genet Dev (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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CTCF to both RNAP II transcription factories and Pc

bodies [38,39] underscores the apparent role of insulator-

mediated interactions in gene regulation and its relation-

ship to nuclear architecture.

Cell signaling and development

The participation of chromatin insulators in facilitating

both active and repressive gene regulation has led to

current speculation that insulators ultimately direct the

localization of specific loci to discrete nuclear subcom-

partments, and that this process may be regulated via

post-translational modification of insulator proteins [35�].
In particular, insulator activities appear to be modulated

through development, and recent studies have uncovered

an apparent role for CTCF in cell signaling processes

required for cell differentiation. In one study, compu-

tational analysis of spatial binding constraints for pairs of

transcription factors identified pair-wise binding between

CTCF and Early growth response protein 1 (Egr1) [40], a

protein implicated in multiple signaling pathways in

humans. Intact CTCF-binding has also been shown to

be essential for the recruitment of receptor-regulated

SMAD proteins (R-SMADs) to specific loci in response

to TGF-b signaling [41�,42]. Though CTCF appears to

physically interact with specific R-SMADs [41�], whether

CTCF directly recruits SMADs or simply provides an

accessible landscape for DNA-binding of SMADs and

other cell signaling effectors, and whether CTCF re-

directs the localization of signaling response genes, will

require future exploration. Nevertheless, the relationship

between cell signaling and CTCF-binding sites presents

an attractive possibility for how environmental and devel-

opmental stimuli might direct changes in gene expression

through insulator-mediated nuclear architecture. Sup-

porting evidence comes from reports that insulator func-

tion and the recruitment of insulator proteins are

regulated in response to developmental cues. In D. mel-
anogaster, extensive changes in gene expression induced

by 20-hydroxyecdysone, a steroid hormone that regulates

various developmental processes, are accompanied and

accomplished to some degree by changes in the occu-

pancy of DNA-binding insulator proteins and recruitment

of co-factors essential for insulator activity [7]. Similarly,

insulator-mediated nuclear architecture was recently

shown to be developmentally regulated at the conserved

HOXA locus in mammals, wherein the recruitment of

cohesin to CTCF sites, and consequently the organiz-

ation and expression pattern at HOXA, is controlled by

pluripotency factor OCT4 [43]. CTCF/cohesin com-

plexes also associate with TATA-binding protein associ-

ated factor 3 (TAF3) in ES cells, where TAF3 is involved

in long-range interactions important for the specification

of endoderm lineages [44].

Regulatory mechanisms and signaling pathways aside,

the embryonic lethality of CTCF-null mice testifies

to the relative importance of chromatin insulators in
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development [45,46]. Pre-implantation development of

Ctcf nullizygous embryos before early embryonic lethality

was recently shown to depend on the presence of

maternal Ctcf mRNA [47], further demonstrating that

expression of CTCF is absolutely essential for early

embryonic development. CTCF also plays a critical role

in neuronal development and blood cell differentiation.

In neurons, CTCF and cohesin help to establish cell

identity by binding to variable exon promoters within

the protocadherin (Pcdh) gene clusters [48,49]. CTCF-

deficient neurons show decreased expression of Pcdh
genes, resulting in neuronal growth defects and abnormal

behavior in conditional knockout mice [50]. Interestingly,

CTCF and cohesin exhibit paired binding at variable

exons within the protocadherin a complex in a manner

suggestively similar to a recently discovered role for

chromatin insulators in alternative splicing in immune

cells [48,51]. CTCF also plays a key role in B-cell and T-

cell differentiation through regulation of long-range inter-

actions and appropriate chromatin structures involved in

V(D)J recombination [52,53].

Cell cycle: DNA replication and mitosis

The role of insulators in nuclear organization and cellular

differentiation would suggest that insulators might also

represent epigenetic marks for inheriting the blueprints

of appropriate higher-order chromatin architecture and

relevant gene expression patterns from one cell gener-

ation to the next [54]. In support of this possibility, DNA-

binding insulator proteins, including CTCF, appear to

remain associated with condensed mitotic chromosomes

[55,56]. However, the dynamic association of insulator

proteins at certain individual loci suggests that not all

chromatin insulators are maintained throughout mitosis,

and in some cases must be reassembled by the next cell

generation [57]. Mapping of CTCF across several human

cell types also supports a role for chromatin insulators in

DNA replication. In particular, cell-type specific CTCF-

binding sites were found to be enriched within early-

replication and middle-replication time zones, and posi-

tively correlated with early-replication and middle-repli-

cation timings [14�]. BORIS, an additional nuclear factor

that shares high homology with the central DNA-binding

domain of CTCF, also appears to play a role in the

coordination of DNA replication events and cell cycle

progression [58]. Elucidating the functional relationship

between CTCF and BORIS, the nature of insulator

protein dynamics throughout the cell cycle, and the exact

role of chromatin insulators in mitosis remain poorly

characterized yet important issues to be addressed by

future studies.

Conclusions
Our understanding of how non-coding regulatory

elements effectively coordinate the genome for efficient

transcription, replication, DNA repair, and cell division

remains far from complete. However, genome biologists
lear architecture and genome function, Curr Opin Genet Dev (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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are now equipped with improved technologies and novel

assays for querying the fundamental nature of nuclear

organization and genome function in unprecedented

detail. As a consequence, our understanding of how

chromatin insulators are involved in nuclear architecture

and the role of insulator proteins in cellular processes has

rapidly evolved within just the past year. In particular,

insulators have outgrown the simple enhancer-blocking

and barrier activities for which they were first defined, and

instead play an active role in facilitating long-range inter-

actions that direct enhancer–promoter communication,

co-localization of Pc domains, and contacts between

PREs and target genes. Recent studies have also

extended our understanding of where insulators fit into

cellular differentiation and the cell cycle, together

suggesting that cell growth and development is accom-

panied by changes in insulator-mediated nuclear archi-

tecture and epigenetic inheritance of insulator complexes

at specific sites. Nevertheless, how insulators mechan-

istically direct the specificity and influence the stability of

long-range interactions and to what degree insulator-

mediated chromatin structure actively drives cellular de-

velopment remain some of the key questions for future

research.
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